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A

quick reading of Dodd–Frank—if such a thing is possible—would lead one to conclude that the insurance industry got
a pass. Dodd–Frank introduced a new consumer financial products regulator, created a council of regulators to monitor the financial system, devised a comprehensive regulatory structure for derivatives, and generally expanded regulators’
discretionary authority over the financial sector. Dodd–Frank did not explicitly remake the insurance regulatory framework.
The McCarran–Ferguson Act’s assurance that insurance is primarily the province of state regulation remains the law.1

Nevertheless, Dodd–Frank, perhaps inadvertently,
paves the way for federalization of insurance regulation. In doing so, it conflicts with the spirit of McCarran–Ferguson by allowing non-insurance laws to
override state insurance regimes. The expanding federal role in insurance regulation is likely to gradually
undermine state regulation and fuel an expectation
of a federal backstop, which will only serve to heighten calls for increased federal oversight of the industry.
This chapter examines each Dodd–Frank contributor to the federalization of insurance, with particular emphasis on Title V, Dodd–Frank’s often-ignored
insurance title. The chapter concludes with a brief
sketch of possible alternatives to Dodd–Frank’s haphazard federalization approach.

DODD–FRANK’S FEDERALIZATION OF
INSURANCE REGULATION

The federal government was not entirely absent
from insurance regulation before Dodd–Frank,2 but
the act markedly increased the federal presence and
opened the door to an even greater presence in the
future. The dramatic downfall and federal bailout of
the insurance giant American International Group
(AIG) serves for some as a justification for a more

active federal role in overseeing insurance companies.3 Proponents of state regulation contend that
AIG’s failure was not related to insurance, a claim
that glosses over AIG’s life insurance subsidiaries’
troubles.4 Yet, even if one concedes that the insurance sector was caught up in the crisis, Dodd–Frank
could make matters worse by layering an awkward,
arbitrary, and costly federal framework on top of the
existing state framework.
While this chapter’s main emphasis is on the
federalization of insurance regulation that has and
likely will continue to occur under Title V of Dodd–
Frank, federalization is occurring through four
Dodd–Frank routes:
Title I. First, Title I of Dodd–Frank created the
Financial Stability Oversight Council (FSOC) to
monitor and manage risk across the financial system,
including in the insurance sector. Title I views certain financial companies and activities as potential
threats to financial stability and creates the FSOC to
monitor and keep in check those firms and activities.
The FSOC’s members include the heads of the federal financial regulators and other relevant experts,
including the director of the new Federal Insurance Office, a state insurance commissioner, and an
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“independent member appointed by the President
with the advice and consent of the Senate, having
insurance expertise.”5 Of these three insurance representatives, only the independent insurance expert
has voting power. The presence of three insurance
members underscores that Dodd–Frank’s drafters
saw insurance firms and activities as well within the
FSOC’s purview.
Among the FSOC’s tools for managing systemic
risk—which is difficult to define and harder to measure—is the power to designate systemically important companies—including insurers. The Board of
Governors of the Federal Reserve System, in consultation with the FSOC, has broad authority to develop
tailored prudential standards for designated companies, including liquidity, risk management, and disclosure requirements.6 These prudential standards
must be “more stringent than the standards and
requirements applicable to” their purportedly less
risky competitors.7
The systemic risk associated with insurers—
especially life insurers—has been a matter of lively academic debate, particularly in the wake of the
problems suffered by AIG and several other large
insurance companies during the financial crisis.8
The FSOC has weighed in on this debate by designating three large insurers—AIG, Prudential, and
MetLife—as systemically important and in need of
special regulation by the Federal Reserve.9 The statute directs the FSOC to designate a nonbank financial company systemically important if the FSOC
“determines that material financial distress at the…
company, or the nature, scope, size, scale, concentration, interconnectedness, or mix of the [company’s activities] could pose a threat to the financial
stability of the United States.”10 (Emphasis added.)
The statute further directs the FSOC to look at a
broad range of issues through a multi-step process in deciding whether to designate a company as
needing special regulation by the Federal Reserve.
By using “could” and providing the FSOC with an
open-ended list of factors to consider, Dodd–Frank
affords the FSOC broad designation power.11 To justify the insurer designations, the FSOC patched
together complex failure scenarios from an unrealistic bundle of assumptions about the insurance
industry, state insurance regulators, and the designated companies.12 Prudential and MetLife publicly
challenged the FSOC’s systemic determination, and
MetLife is engaged in an ongoing lawsuit to overturn
its designation.13

Regardless of how that lawsuit turns out, the initial
insurer designations have begun to take effect. Insurance companies, counterparties, and consumers now
operate with added uncertainty because of the FSOC’s
power to designate companies and activities. The
Federal Reserve already has a powerful place in the
insurance regulatory landscape. The extra regulatory
costs associated with designation are driving strategic decision making.14 These costs could increase as
the Federal Reserve further determines how it will
exercise its regulatory authority over designated
insurance companies. FSOC designations also affect
non-designated companies, which now face rivals
that are earmarked as being too important to fail. For
insurance companies that market their longevity and
reliability, such a designation could be a real competitive advantage.15 Thus, Title I embodies a substantial
step toward the federalization of insurance regulation,
without a clear benefit.16
Title II. The second Dodd–Frank path toward
federalization of insurance regulation is Title II,
which establishes a non-bankruptcy mechanism for
resolving financial companies identified as systemically risky by the Treasury Secretary and the Federal Reserve in consultation with the President and
relevant federal regulators.17 Insurance companies
and insurance holding companies are among the
financial institutions that can be identified for resolution under Title II.18 The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) serves as receiver for companies selected for resolution under Title II. For
insurance companies, however, once a systemic-risk
determination is made, Dodd–Frank allows the state
law resolution mechanisms to operate (except for
the company’s non-insurance subsidiaries and affiliates).19 If state regulators fail to act within 60 days
of the systemic-risk determination, Title II allows
the FDIC to step in to resolve the affected insurance
company under state law.20
The federal government has not yet invoked Title
II, but Dodd–Frank raises the possibility of federal involvement in traditional state functions of
identifying and resolving failing insurance companies. States manage insurer failures through state
receivership proceedings in which the state insurance commissioner typically serves as receiver, and
nonprofit guaranty associations established under
state law ensure a statutorily established minimum
recovery for policyholders.21 When multistate insurers fail, state guaranty associations coordinate their
actions through a national association of guaranty
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associations. The government’s potential to intervene in this process adds a measure of uncertainty
to the regulatory landscape for large insurance companies, their customers, and counterparties.
Titles III and VI. The third route toward greater
federal control over insurance comes through Titles
III and VI of Dodd–Frank. Title III transferred to
the Federal Reserve the now-defunct Office of Thrift
Supervision’s (OTS’s) authority over savings-andloan holding companies (SLHCs).22 Because many
insurance companies—particularly large ones—
owned thrifts at the time Dodd–Frank took effect,23
the law made the Federal Reserve an important
insurance supervisor. The Federal Reserve, through
its authority over FSOC-designated insurers and
insurer SLHCs, oversees approximately one-third of
the insurance industry.24
Title VI of Dodd–Frank gives the Federal
Reserve broad supervisory authority over SLHCs
and their subsidiaries. The Federal Reserve may
obtain reports from SLHCs and their subsidiaries
and examine them to gain information about “the
nature of the operations and financial conditions”;
“financial, operational, and other risks” that might
threaten an insured depository within the holding
company or “the stability of the financial system
of the United States”; and “systems...for monitoring and controlling [these] risks.”25 Although Dodd–
Frank directs the Federal Reserve to rely on the
reports of, and coordinate with, other regulators,
the degree to which it does so is up to its own discretion.26 Dodd–Frank requires the Federal Reserve
to examine SLHC non-thrift subsidiaries’ activities
“in the same manner, subject to the same standards,
and with the same frequency as would be required”
for the thrift’s activities.27 Activities conducted by
insurance subsidiaries are excluded, but certain
non-insurance activities conducted by insurers may
still be covered by this requirement.28
The Federal Reserve exercises its holding company authority with the objectives of “protecting the
safety and soundness of the consolidated firms and
their subsidiary depository institutions while mitigating any risks to financial stability.”29 In practice,
those objectives translate into substantial control
over insurers, and the Federal Reserve plans to use
its holding company authority more aggressively
than its predecessor, the OTS.30 The Federal Reserve
plans “to establish an SLHC supervisory program
similar in nature to its long-established supervisory
program for bank holding companies.”31 In its new

supervisory capacity, the Federal Reserve is working
on matters, such as developing capital requirements,
subjecting regulated companies to stress tests, and
setting risk-management and corporate-governance
standards.32 The Federal Reserve does not have
extensive insurance expertise.33 As a consequence,
its tendency is likely to be to approach matters from
its traditional bank regulatory perspective.
As a major insurance supervisor, the Federal
Reserve participates in the global standard-setting
deliberations of the International Association of
Insurance Supervisors (IAIS) and the Financial Stability Board (FSB).34 The Federal Reserve may not
be of one mind with state regulators in international regulatory dialogues. The Federal Reserve insists
that its regulatory interests are “complementary to,
and coordinated with, state insurance regulation,”35
but Paul Kupiec has identified potential “serious conflicts” between state insurance regulations and “new
Federal Reserve examination and capital policies for
insurers affiliated with a depository institution.”36
Title V. The final insurance-related piece of
Dodd–Frank—Title V, although innocuous at first
glance—makes it unlikely that any aspect of insurance regulation is beyond the reach of federal regulators. Title V creates a new Federal Insurance
Office (FIO). The FIO is not a front-line regulator,
but it may become a backdoor regulator. On the one
hand, the FIO brings insurance expertise to the federal government, something that has been lacking at
the federal level.37 On the other hand, although limited in apparent reach, Title V lays the groundwork
for a larger future role for the federal government in
insurance regulation. The potential role of the FIO
in expanding federal insurance regulation is the
subject of the next section.

THE ROLE OF THE FIO IN EXPANDING
FEDERAL REGULATION

Title V of Dodd–Frank—the “Federal Insurance
Office Act of 2010”—creates the Federal Insurance
Office, an office within Treasury. The FIO’s mandate includes all insurance except medical, longterm care, and federal crop insurance.38 The office
acts “pursuant to the direction of the Secretary.”39
The Treasury Secretary appoints the FIO director,
but has limited ability to remove him from the position.40 Dodd–Frank authorizes the FIO director—in
carrying out its functions—to consult with state regulators, but the extent of that consultation is left to
the director’s discretion.41 Dodd–Frank disclaims
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any intention of making the FIO an insurance regulator or supervisor,42 and the FIO, too, disclaims
such a role.43 Nevertheless, the FIO establishes a federal presence in the insurance industry. As Patricia
McCoy points out, by bringing insurance experts
into the federal government, the FIO makes a more
active federal role in insurance likely.44
Functions of the FIO. The FIO plays an important role in influencing domestic and international
insurance policy. The FIO director advises the Treasury secretary “on major domestic and prudential
international insurance policy issues.”45 The FIO is
charged with seven broad responsibilities: (1) monitoring the insurance industry,46 including identifying systemically consequential regulatory gaps; (2)
monitoring “access to affordable insurance products” for “traditionally underserved communities
and consumers, minorities…and low- and moderate-income persons”; (3) recommending insurers for
FSOC designation; (4) helping to administer the Terrorism Insurance Program; (4) playing a lead role
in international insurance discussions and negotiations; (5) determining whether state regulations are
pre-empted by international prudential regulatory
agreements; (6) consulting with states on national
and international issues; and (7) carrying out “other
related duties and authorities as may be assigned” by
the Treasury Secretary.47
The FIO has a number of powers, which offer it
substantial ability to affect the financial landscape.
The FIO may collect information from insurers48
and their affiliates;49 “enter into information-sharing agreements”; “analyze and disseminate” the
information it collects; and issue reports.50 Dodd–
Frank does not meaningfully limit the data that the
FIO can collect. “Small” insurers are exempt from
data collection, but the FIO determines what “small”
means.51 Although Dodd–Frank requires the FIO
to see if it can obtain the information in a timely
manner from federal and state insurance regulators
before collecting the information itself, the statute
empowers the director to collect the information
directly if he determines that the other regulator
cannot provide the information on time.52
Dodd–Frank provides the director with subpoena power to get the information—a power limited
only by the requirement that he make a written
finding that the FIO needs the information and has
worked with other regulators to get it.53 Because
affiliates of insurance companies are covered, the
range of companies subject to this subpoena power

is quite broad. Depending on the breadth and timing of the demands, such data requests could be
extremely burdensome. The power to disseminate
the information it collects may give the FIO leverage with other regulatory bodies, including state
regulators, which may want access to the information.54 The dissemination power also might give
the FIO power to exert a substantive influence over
insurers’ activities; an insurer might cease engaging in certain activities—such as risk-based pricing—if the company knows that the FIO plans to
disclose the information. Nonpublic information is
protected under the statute.55
The FIO plays a role in extending systemic regulation to insurance companies. The FIO’s director serves as a nonvoting “advisory” member of the
FSOC.56 In that capacity, the FIO director has acceded to the insurance company designations under Title
I of Dodd–Frank. Dodd–Frank also gives the FIO a
coordinating role in the Federal Reserve’s stress testing of designated insurers.57 Under Title II of Dodd–
Frank, the director, along with two-thirds of the Federal Reserve’s Board of Governors, can recommend
that the Treasury Secretary make a systemic-risk
determination with respect to an insurance company, or a company the largest subsidiary of which
is an insurer.58 The Treasury Secretary can initiate
the process by which the FIO and the board consider
whether to make a recommendation, but absent a recommendation, the Secretary cannot make the designation.59 The right to assent to or block a determination is a significant power for the FIO director.
As developer of “Federal policy on prudential aspects of international insurance matters,”60
the FIO’s role in international discussions is also
important. Under Dodd–Frank, the FIO represents
the United States at the IAIS, an organization of 200
insurance regulators focused on fostering consistent regulation and financial stability.61 At the IAIS,
the FIO serves on the Executive and Financial Stability Committees and chairs the Technical Committee.62 In these capacities, the FIO is involved in
discussions of great importance to the insurance
industry, including methods for identifying global systemically important insurers, the initiative
to establish common standards for the supervision
of internationally active insurance groups (ComFrame), equivalency determinations under Europe’s
Solvency II, and capital requirements for large
insurers.63 The FIO could use international negotiations to advocate regulatory approaches that are
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dependent on consolidated supervision and uniform
national standards, which may be easiest to achieve
through federal regulation. Thus, the FIO’s international work could help to shift the balance of regulatory power in the U.S.
The FIO is able to influence state insurance regulation by using its platform as in-house insurance
expert for the federal government, representing the U.S.
in international insurance discussions, exercising its
information-collection and dissemination powers, and
engaging in systemic regulation discussions pertaining to insurance companies. Of particular importance,
however, is the FIO’s pre-emption power.
FIO Pre-emption Power. Dodd–Frank allows
the FIO director to pre-empt certain state insurance laws and regulations. Specifically, the FIO may
pre-empt prudential state insurance laws and regulations that are inconsistent with an internationally
negotiated covered agreement,64 and disadvantage
insurance companies domiciled in foreign countries
that are part of the agreement.65 Covered agreements relate to equivalency determinations about
prudential regulation of insurance or reinsurance.66
The FIO is not authorized to pre-empt state measures governing “rates, premiums, underwriting, or
sales practices”; “coverage requirements”; or state
antitrust law and may not disturb Title X of Dodd–
Frank, which created the Bureau of Consumer
Financial Protection.67 Thus, pre-emption is excluded in areas in which some have argued the federal
government could play a positive role in paring back
excessive regulation.68
In November 2015, the Treasury Secretary and
the U.S. Trade Representative informed Congress of
their intent to open covered agreement negotiations
with the European Union.69 The stated objectives of
the negotiations are (1) an equivalency determination by the EU for the U.S.; (2) EU recognition of the
mixed state-federal insurance regulatory system;
(3) facilitation of regulators’ cross-border information exchange; (4) “nationally uniform treatment of
EU-based reinsurers operating in the United States,
including with respect to collateral requirements”;
and (5) EU recognition of the equivalency of U.S.
insurance and reinsurance solvency regimes.70 The
Administration promised to allow state insurance
regulators to play “a meaningful role during the covered agreement negotiating process.”71 State insurance regulators, however, do not have a legislatively
guaranteed seat at the table in this or any other covered agreement negotiation. The FIO is likely to use

its pre-emption powers in connection with the fifth
objective to override state reinsurance collateral
regulations, which has already engendered concerns
among state regulators.72
The pre-emption process is unlikely to be used
frequently because it is cumbersome. Once a covered
agreement is in place, to effect a pre-emption, the
FIO must notify the affected state and the U.S. Trade
Representative and publish a notice and request for
comment in the Federal Register.73 If the director
decides to proceed with the pre-emption, he must
notify the state and Congress, and allow at least
30 days for the pre-emption to take effect so that
the state can take action to eliminate the need for
pre-emption.74 After pre-emption, consumers must
be protected in a “substantially equivalent” manner
to that afforded by the pre-empted state measure.75
The FIO pre-emption determinations are subject to
the Administrative Procedure Act and de novo judicial review.76 Despite these procedural protections,
the pre-emption power is nevertheless a substantial
power for a federal government official to wield unilaterally. Moreover, although the pre-emption power
is now limited to matters implicating covered agreements, it could expand over time.77
The FIO and Future Federalization. On balance, the FIO seems to envision further federalization in the future. One of the FIO’s major initial projects was a report to Congress “on how to modernize
and improve the system of insurance regulation in
the United States.”78 Among the topics for consideration were the merits and drawbacks of federal
insurance regulation.79 While the modernization
report handles the federalization issue delicately,
read as a whole, the report raises the possibility that
federalization and the FIO role will grow over time.
Generally, although the modernization report
highlights potential benefits from federalization, it
does not answer the federalization question definitively.80 The FIO points out that federal insurance
regulation could lower costs for insurance companies and their consumers and provide uniformity,
which, in turn, would facilitate oversight and international negotiations and reduce opportunities for
regulatory arbitrage.81 The report balances these
points with the lukewarm concession that the “limitations inherent in a state-based system of insurance regulation, however, do not necessarily imply
that the ideal solution would be for the federal government to displace state regulation completely.”82
(Emphasis added.) After all, the report continues,
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insurance products have a local character, and creating a federal insurance regulator would be “a significant undertaking.”83
The FIO modernization report identifies a role for
the federal government in some areas. The report
calls for immediate federal involvement in several areas, including federal standards for mortgage
insurers,84 and FIO participation in supervisory
colleges for national and international insurers.85
The FIO contends that its participation in supervisory colleges would “not only strengthen the U.S.
system of insurance regulation but also support the
global credibility of the U.S. insurance industry.”86
The FIO’s direct, insurer-specific engagement with
insurance supervisors also would give the FIO a quasi-regulatory role, which is a substantial step toward
federalized insurance supervision.87 The FIO also
has suggested a possible federal role in the consolidated supervision of global insurers.88
The FIO attempts—in the modernization report
and otherwise—to nudge state insurance policy
toward greater national uniformity and toward
achieving policy objectives favored by the FIO. The
FIO can offer a valuable outside perspective on
state insurance policy,89 but its recommendations
could subtly displace state regulators’ independent
decision making. The FIO’s recommendations may
not be superior to state regulators’ decisions, particularly because the FIO is not accountable to policyholders.90 The FIO modernization report recommends that states take particular actions, including
imposing character and fitness requirements on
insurers’ officers and directors and adopting the
NAIC’s model suitability regulation for annuity
transactions.91 The FIO’s 2015 annual report notes
the slow adoption of the model standard since the
modernization report’s publication and suggests
“[i]n the absence of more uniform adoption and
implementation of the Model Suitability Regulation, federal authorities should consider appropriate action.”92 In the annual report, FIO “encourages state insurance regulators to assess the current
[risk-based capital] approach and explore appropriate ways to increase incentives for infrastructure investments by insurers, an objective consistent with the Administration’s broader support for
infrastructure investment.”93 It also urges state
regulators to “assess whether marital status is an
appropriate underwriting or rating consideration”
or whether it unfairly penalizes “consumers [who]
opt not to marry, or are divorced or widowed.”94

The annual report similarly asks state regulators
to reconsider allowing automobile insurers to use
gender as an underwriting criterion, particularly
given complexities associated with gender identity.95 In the area of cybersecurity, the FIO recommends that state regulators “develop, adopt and
uniformly implement examination standards for
insurer cyber security that are consistent across
all states and which comply with best practices for
oversight of financial institutions.”96
Although not mandates, these recommendations
relate to areas previously secured in the province
of states. Moreover, the FIO suggests future federal
involvement if the states do not conform to the
recommendations.97 The FIO can also influence
state regulation through its collaboration with state
regulators on pilot programs related to reforms of
rate regulation.98
Once a bureaucracy is established, its tendency is
to expand,99 and the FIO has identified a number of
areas in which it might expand. As it identifies areas in
which states are falling short, the FIO is likely to seek
a more active role for itself in shaping insurance policy.

OTHER COMPONENTS OF TITLE V

In addition to creating the FIO, Title V addresses
surplus lines (also known as non-admitted insurance)
and reinsurance. Surplus lines enable customers
to obtain coverage “for risks that are not adequately insured by insurers licensed to do business” in
their state, and may cover property in more than one
state.100 Dodd–Frank sought to streamline and bring
uniformity to the taxation, regulation, purchase,
and broker licensing in connection with surplus line
insurance.101 As of December 2013, according to the
FIO, “states have not fulfilled this vision.”102 Title V
likewise tried to rationalize the regulation of reinsurance by placing (1) regulatory responsibility over
reinsurance contracts and the decision of whether to
credit reinsurance with the home state of the insurer purchasing the reinsurance and (2) sole regulatory
responsibility for a reinsurer’s financial stability with
the home state of the reinsurer.103 These provisions
apply only to NAIC-accredited states or those with
“substantially similar” requirements.104
The purpose of these sections of Dodd–Frank is
to provide certainty and consistency in areas where
there has been confusion. Although these provisions
leave some implementation questions unanswered,
they have begun the process of resolving long-standing jurisdictional conflicts. Repealing them would
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reintroduce uncertainty. In fact, these provisions
could be supplemented by additional efforts to bring
certainty to insurance regulation, a subject that the
next sections will discuss.

CURRENT SYSTEM OF
STATE-BASED REGULATION

Insurance regulation has historically relied
on separate regulatory infrastructures in each
state, but coordination among states has increased
over time. State insurance regulation may include
requirements such as licensing, adherence to solvency standards, pre-approval of form and rate
changes, and compliance with underwriting and
rate-setting limitations and market conduct standards.105 State regulators monitor solvency through
a system of risk-based capital.106 One state typically
takes the lead in monitoring an insurer’s financial
status. If there is an insolvency, policyholders are
protected through state guaranty funds administered by nonprofit, state-level, insurance-line-specific entities that are typically funded by ex-post
assessments on other insurance companies licensed
in the state.107 State insurance regulators have developed a deep expertise in insurance regulation and
have increasingly worked with one another through
the NAIC and supervisory colleges to improve insurance regulation nationwide.
The state-based insurance regulatory system poses
a number of difficulties. Insurance companies, unlike
other financial services companies operating across
state lines, must be licensed in each state in which
they operate.108 The duplication of regulatory effort
and prescriptive nature of regulation translates into
higher prices and fewer product offerings for, and less
responsiveness to, consumers.109 It is not clear that
consumers benefit.110 Does a consumer really need her
insurance company and its products to be approved
by a regulator in her own state? Would she be better
off if she also had access to insurers and products regulated elsewhere? State regulation serves as a barrier
to competition.111 Moreover, the lack of a single voice
in insurance has made U.S. participation in international insurance discussions difficult.112 State regulators—along with their federal counterparts—do not
have an impeccable track record.113
Efforts at increasing national uniformity, making international negotiations easier, and lowering barriers to entry and duplication of effort have
had mixed success in the context of the state-based
system. The NAIC, which has existed for nearly a

century and a half, brings state insurance regulators
together to address issues of common concern, facilitate information sharing, promulgate best-practice
standards and model laws, provide training, and
coordinate supervisory efforts.114 Often prompted by
the threat of federal action, the NAIC has increased
uniformity across and cooperation among states.115
States, however, retain their independent legislative and regulatory authority and are free to ignore
NAIC recommendations and standards.116
As the next section will show, Dodd–Frank does
not offer an effective answer to the problems associated with state-based insurance regulation.

ALTERNATIVES TO DODD-FRANK’S
BACKDOOR FEDERALIZATION

For years there has been a vibrant debate about
what role federal regulators should play in insurance regulation. Participants in the debate have
highlighted the costs and benefits associated with a
greater federal role.117 Calls for more federalization
have been driven by concerns about the expense
and inefficiency of state regulation, a belief that a
national insurance market needs a national regulator, the failures of state regulators, the need for
a consistent international voice in insurance regulation, and—most recently—financial stability concerns.118 Others have argued that the state regulatory system works well and should remain intact.119
Dodd–Frank complicates the debate by increasing
federalization without definitively embracing it.
Dodd–Frank retains the state-by-state system,
but adds a layer of federal regulation. This system
preserves problematic aspects of state regulation;
adds uncertainty through the FSOC’s designation
powers; gives substantial supervisory power over
insurance to the inexperienced and overextended
Federal Reserve; and, in the FIO, creates a foothold
and an advocate for an increasing federal role in
insurance regulation. As one industry observer said
of pre-Dodd–Frank efforts to federalize undesirable
parts of state regulation, “[t]hat insidious approach
to a patchwork system of shared regulation, unfettered by serious regulatory policy discussion, is probably the worst of all possible alternatives.”120 Dodd–
Frank has added new complexities, uncertainties,
and redundancies by charging federal regulators
with operating alongside—and sometimes in competition with—the existing state regulatory system.
Rather than continue with the post-Dodd–Frank
hybrid, policymakers may want to take a more
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comprehensive look at insurance regulation. Two
alternatives are described briefly below, but these
and other options warrant more careful consideration as part of an effort to improve the effectiveness
and efficiency of insurance regulation.
Federal Charter Alternative to Backdoor
Federalization. One alternative to Dodd–Frank’s
backdoor federalization is an explicit embrace of
federal regulation through the adoption of a federal
chartering regime for insurance companies. Insurance companies chartered at the federal level would
be able to offer insurance products in any state. A
conscious decision for a federalized insurance
regulatory regime—as opposed to Dodd–Frank’s
indirect embrace of a federalized scheme—would
require policymakers to engage in careful deliberation about the many difficult issues associated with
transitioning to and operating a federal system.
Federal chartering could be optional for all
insurance companies or mandatory for a subset. Federal chartering has long been a topic of
discussion in policy circles.121 Many view it as an
opportunity to modernize insurance regulation
and improve its efficiency and efficacy.122 Advocates contend that a federal charter would be more
appropriate than a state charter for nationally and
internationally active insurance companies.123
They maintain that insurance companies are at a
competitive disadvantage because other financial
services companies, such as banks, can avail themselves of a federal charter and federal pre-emption.124 Optional federal chartering, based on the
bank regulatory model, would give insurers the
choice of a state or federal license.125 A mandatory
federal charter for insurance companies operating
in multiple states is an alternative approach that
would ensure that the federal government exercised regulatory authority over multistate insurers—a more predictable alternative to the unevenly
applied FSOC designations.
A federal insurance regulator could bring uniformity, consolidated supervision, and cost reductions for insurers and their customers. A dedicated
federal regulator could also facilitate U.S. insurers’
functioning in the international marketplace. The
federal charter therefore would effectively address
financial stability concerns and provide a single
national voice in international insurance discussions. Policymakers would have to rethink the role
that state guaranty funds would play in a federal
system. One cost to be weighed in connection with

federal regulation is the inevitable pressure for an
accompanying federal guaranty.126
If the federal charter route were chosen, the FIO
could be converted into a politically balanced independent insurance commission outside the Treasury.127
Its members would be presidentially nominated and
Senate-confirmed. It could charter, regulate, and
supervise insurers. Removing the Federal Reserve’s
powers over insurance SLHCs and FSOC-designated
insurers would be a necessary complement to a federal
charter approach in order to avoid duplicative federal
effort.128 The federal approach would leave the state
system intact, as many insurance companies would
not be covered by the federal regime.
State-Based Competitive Approach to Insurance Regulation. A different alternative to Dodd–
Frank’s uncomfortable mix of state and federal regulation would be a state-centric approach that allows
an insurer chartered, regulated, and supervised by
one state to provide insurance in any other state.
There is no reason to assume that federal regulators will be better at insurance regulation than their
more experienced state counterparts.129 A state-centric approach also would erode the expectations
of federal bailouts of insurance companies, which
accompany federal regulatory regimes.130 Moreover,
as Professors Martin Grace and Robert Klein point
out, “the scope and design of insurance regulatory
policies is probably more important than whether authority resides with the federal government
or with the various states.”131 Accordingly, instead
of building a new federal regulator, this approach
would rely on existing regulators.
A state regulatory approach could be based on a
proposal made by Professors Henry Butler and Larry
Ribstein.132 Specifically, Butler and Ribstein would allow
insurance companies to choose a state regulator and
the law that would govern their insurance policies:
“Insurers would get a single state charter under which
they could do business everywhere. That state would
both regulate solvency and provide the relevant guaranty fund.”133 Professor Scott Harrington similarly has
suggested “allow[ing] insurers to choose a ‘primary
state’ for the purpose of rate, form, and possibly a
number of other types of regulation and allow them
to operate in all other states where they are licensed
(‘secondary states’) without having to meet the corresponding requirements in those states.”134
The state-based competition approach has precedent. States compete based on the quality of their
laws for corporate charters.135 A single state-based
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licensing model also has precedent in the European
passport approach, which allows companies licensed
in one European country to operate in others.136
A state-based system would enable states to try
different regulatory methods. The regulatory diversity associated with a state-based model would facilitate comparisons of different approaches, but could
also be better from a financial stability perspective.
As former insurance regulator Therese Vaughan
cautions, “uniformity is efficient, but it can be efficiently and catastrophically wrong.”137 Under the
current system, states guard their profitable insurance regulatory franchises.138 The new approach
would reward states that develop efficient regulatory systems with insurance revenue. The European
experience suggests that a state competition model
might generate pressure for minimum nationwide
standards to ensure that no state was able to woo
insurers with a less rigorous regulatory model.139
Rather than relying on uniform minimum standards, however, a state-based approach could rely
on insurance companies to monitor state regulators.
Insurance companies likely would avoid states with
costly regulatory regimes, but they would also shy
away from cheap, yet ineffective, regimes. Insurers
are currently exposed to one another through guaranty funds,140 and this exposure could be heightened
under a state-based model by requiring the guaranty
fund of the chartering state to cover all policyholders regardless of where they live,141 and eliminating
the ability that many states afford for insurers to offset guaranty fund contributions against their premium tax bills.142 Moreover, insurance companies
in need of a regulator that will pass muster with foreign countries would press states to develop effective, but reasonable regulatory regimes. As suggested by Ribstein and Butler, a more creative element of
the approach could be a requirement that insurance
companies “issue solvency bonds that default if the
state guaranty fund fails.”143 Not only would these
bonds—the prices of which would reflect market
participants’ assessment of the efficacy of the relevant state’s regulatory system—help to push states
toward the right level of regulation, they would provide valuable information to the broader market.144
Under this state-based approach, the federal presence in insurance regulation could be limited. The
FIO could be eliminated, or its powers pared back
substantially. The Federal Reserve would shed its
insurance supervisory responsibilities. The FSOC’s
power to designate insurance companies for Federal

Reserve supervision would be eliminated as coordination issues across multiple state insurance regulators would be minimized. To address the systemic
concerns that motivated Dodd–Frank’s designation
framework, states could condition a state charter
on the ability to monitor and exert some degree of
regulatory authority over the actions of an insurer’s
affiliates.145

CONCLUSION

Dodd–Frank adds to the complexity of the insurance regulatory framework without enhancing stability or augmenting consumer protection. The statute
layers a new federal insurance bureaucracy—comprising the FSOC, the Federal Reserve, and the FIO—on
top of the existing state regulatory framework. The
FSOC and the Federal Reserve now are important factors in shaping the insurance regulatory landscape.
Although the FIO’s powers seem limited at first glance,
they offer the federal government a base from which
to exert expanding control over insurance regulation.
The result is a combination of undesirable features
from the pre-existing state insurance regulatory system and the new Dodd–Frank regime. Insurers continue to have to deal with multiple states, and consumers bear the cost of state and federal regulation.
The FSOC takes an expansive approach in designating
insurers. The Federal Reserve brings little insurance
expertise and a bank-centric approach to its increasing
role as an insurance regulator. The FIO has authority
to pre-empt state law, impose uniform standards of
its choosing on states, and subject insurers and their
affiliates to additional reporting burdens. The intensified federal presence in insurance regulation is likely
to reinforce the expectation in the minds of insurers’
customers and counterparties, which was created by
the AIG rescue, that the federal government will step
in to rescue an insurer that fails on its watch. Such
assumptions are bolstered by Title II of Dodd–Frank.
A better approach would replace Title V’s backdoor federalization either with an open, considered
embrace of federal insurance regulation through
federal chartering and the creation of a dedicated
federal insurance regulator, or with a competitive
state-based regulatory model. As the flaws of Dodd–
Frank’s mixed approach become more evident, each
of these possible alternative approaches merits more
extensive analysis by academics and policymakers.
Any views expressed here are those of the author,
not necessarily of The Heritage Foundation.
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